Delaware's Series 2016A And B General Obligation Bonds Rated 'AAA'; Other Ratings Affirmed
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NEW YORK (Standard & Poor's) Feb. 12, 2016--Standard & Poor's Ratings Services has assigned its 'AAA' rating, and stable outlook, to Delaware's general obligation (GO) bonds, series 2016A and 2016B. At the same time, Standard & Poor's affirmed its 'AAA' rating, with a stable outlook, on Delaware's GO debt outstanding and its 'AA+' long-term rating, and stable outlook, on the state's appropriation debt outstanding.

The rating reflects what we view as the state's:

Relatively diverse economy, which continues to expand at a modest pace
and in line with national trends;

Strong financial and budget management;

Consistently strong general fund reserves and liquidity even during recessionary periods;

Moderate overall debt burden, with what we consider strong debt
management policies in place; and

Well-funded pension system and progress in addressing other
postemployment benefits liabilities, which are significant.

The 2016A and 2016B bonds are secured by the general obligation of the state
and its full faith and credit pledge. We understand that 2016A bond proceeds
will be used to fund various capital facilities and that the series 20163
(alternative minimum tax) bonds will be used to fund Port of Wilmington
projects.

"The stable outlook reflects what we view as the state's healthy reserve and
liquidity position, which has been relatively stable over a range of economic
cycles," said Standard & Poor's credit analyst Eden Perry.

Proactive budget management has been a key to Delaware's credit stability and
we believe that this will be an important consideration over our two-year
outlook horizon, given the forecasted modest pace of economic recovery and
spending pressures in key program areas of education and health care. Although
not likely, if the state's reserve position was to decline precipitously this
could put downward pressure on the rating.
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